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Chopsticks can be used for many things in Bonsai!
1. Water Gauge.
2. Mark the front of Bonsai in-training.
3. Clean debris out of foliage or branches.
4. Rake & clean roots when repotting.
5. Separate roots or branches in styling.
6. Pack soil around roots, removing air pockets.
7. Tease/comb fragile foliage and branches apart.

8. Can be used to stack stored pots.
9. Write on them for labeling.
10. Can be used in wiring techniques.
11. Use to apply cut paste.
12. Scrape mud off of pots after wintering.
13. Adjust top-soil moss & tamp.
14. Scrape trunks of debris, or pealing bark.

catch flies! (2 required)... and, much, much more!

Use your imagination and have fun!
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